WINDMASTER®

KEEPING IT SMOKELESS

CHIMNEY CHAMP
Chimney Ventilator
FOR BRAAI’S AND FIRE PLACES

PRODUCT

BENEFITS:
✰ Extracts irritable smoke
and odours
✰ Prevents down-draughts
and rain entering the
chimney
✰ Creates quick and efficient heat by drawing
the fire
✰ Ensures a smokeless fire

The Chimney Champ
is actuated by con vection
(upwards
pressure of rising
heat
through
the
WITHOUT VENTILATION
chimney) and is also
Ventilator rotates extensively
Wind creates downdraught
when heat is generated
assisted by the wind
which results in unwanted
and creates exhaust action
to extract. The rotasmoke clouds, destroying
which results in a clear, hot
ting dome of the
living comfort
and pleasant fire
Champ creates a
positive
reaction The positive extraction created by the Chimney Champ’s
rotating dome, ensures a smokeless and efficient fire.
which extracts
unwanted and irritable smoke through the chimney of braai areas and fireplaces. This reaction also causes the Chimney Champ to draw the fire which creates quick
and efficient smokeless heat.

Chimney Champs are
suitable for:
✰ Built-in Braai Areas
✰ Built-in Fire Places
✰ Chimney’s of Jetmaster
or similar products

Chimney Champ transforms your entertainment
area into a smokeless and relaxed environment.

Specialists in Turbine Roof Ventilators
and Evaporative Coolers

0861 132 132

D&S PRESS (011) 907-7882

SIZE & DIMENSIONS
Distributor contact details

Manufactured by

Constructed of 0.6mm galvanised steel, the Chimney Champ
smoke extractor is also   coated
with Variol self edging primer
to prevent the steel from corroding against heat of up to
250°C.

CONCEPT

Chimney Champ extracts unwanted smoke
effortlessly.

WINDMASTER INTERNATIONAL (PTY) LTD

CONSTRUCTION

The Windmaster Chimney
Champ is South African manufactured and designed to extract
smoke from braai areas and
fireplaces. The unique and patent pending bearing system of
the Chimney Champ has been
tested to extract smoke of a
tempe-rature up to
250°C.

T O P PRODUCTS ’97

300

350
7,9 Kg

WEIGHT

6,1Kg

LENGTH

350 mm
440 mm

420 mm

WIDTH
HEIGHT

350 mm
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